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Introduction and Description 
FLAT! will focus on a “Flat earther” of Denton, Texas named Patrick Burke as he takes 
the audience on a pilgrimage to the site of his first experiment that he claims is proof of a flat 
earth. Locally, he is notorious for his large, hand-painted flat-earth signs and sculptures outside 
of his home in Denton, Texas. He excelled in school and attended West Point Academy in hopes 
of becoming an astronaut. But feeling unsettled about the direction and control his superiors had 
over him, he dropped out to rethink what he wanted to do with his life. After graduating from 
college he gained interest in the lunar landing hoax conspiracy theory via online video essays. 
From these, Partrick was convinced that NASA had faked the moon landings. One of the video 
essayists he found more convincing on the matter, Eric Dubay, also had videos regarding flat-
earth theory which caught Patrick’s interest. Because of the videos’ ostensibly logical arguments 
and intriguing conspiratorial conjectures, he followed their advice to test for himself the 
truthfulness of their message. While on a trip in Pensacola, Florida, Patrick brought a telescope 
to a secluded beach and peered out into the ocean. Estimating the distance between him and an 
ocean liner he spotted off the coast and then accounting for the curvature of the earth using a 
math equation outlined in the YouTube video, he concluded that he should not have been able to 
see the large ship in its entirety if the earth was indeed curved. But there it was; the whole ship 
with water crashing against its hull as it slowly moved along the horizon. He took pictures with 
his phone to document his findings. 
Patrick has engaged in a two-fold mission since this first experiment; (1) continue 
gathering evidence of the flat earth; and (2) re educate the public. He has purchased the infamous 
                                                          
* Copy of original submitted and approved by the thesis committee April 2017. 
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“flat earth camera,” the Nikon P900, which has a build-in 83x or 2000mm equivalent zoom. This 
allows Patrick the ability to record images that he and other Flat-earthers suggest are too far 
away to be able to see on a curved globe earth. He avidly spends his free time photographing 
phenomena that he claims to prove the earth’s flatness which the audience will have the 
opportunity to examine as the images he takes during the film will be shown on screen. 
Patrick rejects the more popular “floating disk” and “dome” theories the majority of Flat-
earthers espouse. This theory purports that the earth is a flat disk with an ice wall (what we know 
to be Antarctica) that encompasses the outer edge of the earth, and then a dome encapsulates the 
top side of this disk, containing the sun, moon, and stars within it as an enclosed system. He says 
this idea is no more superior than the globe earth model because it is simply another unscientific 
reimagining of the earth. Instead, he says, the earth is more likely an infinite plane, part of the 
universe we live in, rather than a ball or a disk floating in space. He says that the sun and moon 
rotate in a circular motion over the earth, which keeps the water melted underneath them, 
creating a wall of ice around us where the sun’s heat is out of reach. When pressed for the 
scientific proof of his theory, he instructs people to simply observe the way things work in our 
world and it will become obvious. He hopes to someday travel to Antarctica and travel beyond 
the ice wall via snowmobile to hopefully discover other earth-like regions on the infinite plane.  
Second in his mission is to evangelize his message through the signs and sculptures on 
his house. While he feels this has resulted in many positive responses from his neighbors and 
passersby, it also led to a lawsuit with the city of Denton. The city accused him of breaking 
certain zoning laws regarding signage in residential areas and demanded he take his signs down. 
After a brief lawsuit, he continues to proudly advertise his flat-earth messages. More recently, 
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Patrick adapted this advertising method to his two vehicles which he strategically parks near 
universities and city centers in order to get the most attention. 
A compelling aspect to Patrick’s evangelism is the spontaneous cross-country “missions” 
he takes. Because he owns his own business in residential construction he has some flexibility in 
his schedule for extended trips. So after he has accumulated enough money, he will set off on a 
road trip in his flat-earth-adorned car to “buzz” various universities with his message; this 
includes driving through and parking in conspicuous locations in and around the university in 
order to garner attention. Once he feels satisfied with the attention he received in a location, he 
plans out his next destination based on what feels right to him at the time. He likens these 
missions to spiritual journeys with no specific timetables or destinations, lasting anywhere from 
a day to a couple weeks at a time. These trips have lead him to engage with people in places like 
MIT, Time Square, and the US Capitol. 
Much like those from ancient human history, Flat-earthers depend on making sense of the 
physical world by what they experience with their senses, known more generally as 
phenomenalism. However, unlike our early ancestors, the followers of this theory are responding 
to what they believe to be powerful secret societies controlling the world's population by 
perpetuating the globe earth theory. The conspiracy group is both highly religious and anti-
establishment in its foundation and intersects with other conspiracy theory groups. Many who 
believe the earth is flat also believe the lunar landings were faked, because the common belief is 
that the moon’s physical nature, like the earth’s, is allegedly not spherical as well. Though not all 
members of the flat-earth movement agree with the accompanying baggage that other members 
bring from other conspiracies, the flat earth seems to be a comfortable landing pad for a diverse 




FLAT! will depict the life and mission of a dedicated believer of the flat earth conspiracy 
and its associated theories. This film will avoid the common depictions of conspiracy theorists 
found in mainstream entertainment media, and instead focus on humanizing my subject and 
exploring the beliefs and practices that come from this conspiracy movement. 
This film creates a hybrid of Patrick’s personal flat-earth story, retracing his steps of the 
past and documenting his present mission to spread his message. The route we take from Denton 
to Pensacola is the same route he took for his original experiment and will include major stops he 
made along the way, such as a pitstop at the NASA’s Stennis Space Center in Mississippi, where 
he took a tour and reflected on his lifelong passion to be an astronaut before laying that dream to 
rest days later in Pensacola. Additionally, we will “buzz” universities such as Louisiana State 
University in Patrick’s flat-earth vehicle, visit with physics and astronomy professors, members 
of Patrick’s family, and ultimately observe a NASA rocket launch in Orlando. I will film Patrick 
as he interacts with strangers, friends and family along the way. 
While this film directly examines flat-earth theories through Patrick’s experiences, it also 
strongly references a growing anti-intellectual sentiment taking place in western culture today. 
The flat-earth conspiracy shares the same mistrust and paranoia towards science, academia, and 
government as climate science denial and anti-vaccine movements. While Patrick’s beliefs are 
unconventional, his motivations are based on frustrations and concerns that our current global 
system is constructed in a way that oppresses and exploits its lower classes to benefit an elite 
few. This strong sentiment will likely come through as he discusses flat-earth theory with those 
who will inevitably ask Patrick about his belief in the flat earth. His advertisement of flat-earth 
messaging is designed to grab attention and inspire conversation regarding the topic. The film 
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will capture his evangelism which will likely lead to discussions about the alleged corruption and 
bias of our scientific communities, academia, and our governments, since they explicitly disagree 
with Patrick’s assertions about the composition of earth. 
FLAT! will also confront the relationship between reality and perception, and the 
potential effects of relying on a phenomenalistic approach to science. Phenomenalism, the 
philosophy that our knowledge is confined to the things we can sense, was used anciently as a 
means of exploring and discovering our natural world. Flat-earthers appear to be reviving this 
technique to explain and describe their world. The film will capture Patrick’s analysis of natural 
phenomena and the conclusions he draws based on his observations. He has a number of 
experiments to help him better observe natural phenomena and draw conclusions for himself 
which the film will capture. Some of these experiments expected to be filmed include observing 
the sun and its movements in relation to earth, observing the nature of large bodies of water and 
how they reflect the setting sun’s light. But the film will focus on Patrick’s first experiment, 
which involves using a telescope to observe distant objects on the ocean and then calculating 
how much of those objects should be visible if the earth is curved and the water’s surface 
supposedly adheres to that curvature. In this exercise, we will get to explore Patrick’s 
methodology, confirming what he sees in a flat horizon with what he observes in this 
experiment.  
To further explore the complexity of phenomenalism, photography as evidence will be an 
important discussion to explore in this film because photography, in the case of my subject, is the 
documentation of evidence of a flat earth. This relatively new technology transformed the art of 
observing natural phenomena. Some of the earliest uses of photographic technology was used for 
documenting and studying our natural world. Through Anna Atkin’s Photographs of British 
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Algae: Cyanotype Impressions (1843) and William Henry Fox Talbot’s The Pencil of Nature 
(1844) proved that photography, even in a most rudimentary form, was a useful tool in 
accurately documenting and disseminating information for various purposes.  
When first popularized, photography was almost a perfect medium of expression for the 
newly emerging modern era, in which the complex mixture of chemistry and physics were used 
to record what appeared to be unadulterated, objective truth with exact detail. However this trust 
in photography was quickly turned on its head when that same process was used to deceive and 
manipulate. This is probably best exemplified by the Cottingley Fairies controversy starting in 
1917. A series of photographs were made by two girls, ages 16 and 9, depicting the girls 
interacting with fairies in the wooded areas surrounding their home in Cottingley, England. The 
publication of these photographs convinced some—including the likes of Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle—of the existence of fairies in Cottingley, England. People debated the veracity of these 
photos, when eventually the two authors of the photos finally admitted, decades later, to faking 
them.  
Photomanipulation of different methods has been used for artistic, practical and deceitful 
purposes throughout photography’s history and the widespread use of digital photography has 
only increased—and even normalized—the use of even more nuanced photo manipulation 
techniques in contemporary times. However, this has not halted the use of photography as 
evidence, but instead placed greater emphasis on the credibility of the source of the photographs 
in question as an integral part of the evidence presented. This film will further explore this idea 
of evidence through photography as it follows Patrick’s reliance on photography to document his 
evidence of a flat earth. He spends considerable amounts of time collecting images that confirm 
his beliefs of the flat earth intending to use them as proof of his claims. However, he distrusts 
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photography made by others because he does not know the context or how manipulated those 
photos might be. This film will capture this complex relationship with photographic evidence by 
observing his use of photography during his experiments and when sharing his photos with 
others. We will also tour the visitor’s center at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, where he will 
have opportunity to comment on the photographs of the lunar moon landings and other 
photographs of NASA’s space exploration. 
To more directly reference the anti-intellectual movement FLAT! will discuss science 
directly. To do this, the itinerary for our road trip will include scheduled visits to places and 
people that will encourage discussion about science and how society is affected by it. When we 
visit Louisiana State University, Patrick will meet with Tabetha Boyajian, astrophysicist and 
public speaker, to discuss the scientific method and the role of professional and amateur 
scientists in our society. Boyajian is particularly relevant to this discussion because she is known 
for crowdsourcing citizen scientists to help analyze data about distant solar systems with great 
success. This conversation will hopefully confront Patrick’s criticisms of the professional 
scientist community, his desire to pursue truth and share it with the world for its betterment and 
the methods and procedures needed to accomplish that. Conversations like these throughout our 
trip will show Patrick’s yearning for human connection with those he comes in contact with, and 
illustrate his distrust for the faceless organizations he vilifies.  
 
Intended Audience 
My first target audience consists of males and females, ages 36-56, and have a 
predisposition to conspiratorial ideologies (i.e. a heavy mistrust and skepticism for governing 
bodies and institutions). These people do not exclusively adhere to left or right wing ideologies, 
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but generally have lower education levels and consider themselves working class. These people 
often feel marginalized and seek affirmation and community in online forums and discussion 
boards such as Reddit, 4chan, and Youtube. This group would be interested in this film because 
it offers an opportunity to explore new ideas and theories that might confirm or accent currently 
held suspicions. 
My second target audience consists of males and females, ages 25-40, have an interest in 
science and technology topics (particularly space exploration), and could categorize as fans of 
science rather than participants in scientific communities. These people follow news regarding 
NASA exploration, and watch shows and listen to podcasts that celebrate scientific discoveries 
and development. They are typically middle-class, with some expendable income and leisure 
time, and actively participate in online discussion forums on Reddit, and Twitter. This group 
would primarily be interested in FLAT! for its exploration of a flat earth and its reaction to 
science. Often, this group has a curiosity in the topic because it contrasts the scientific 
community so starkly. 
 
Pre Production Research 
Feasibility 
Because my subject is local to my homebase of operations in Denton, Texas, I am 
optimistic about the successful production of this film. Patrick’s locality has allowed me to 
develop a positive relationship with him, building trust and working out the logistics of this road 
trip. He is highly motivated and strongly desires his story to be told, so his willingness to do 




Production is made up of two phases. First, we will film this road trip to Florida and 
back. This trip will require roughly $4000 to accomplish and seven consecutive days of 
production time. I have no concerns about fundraising for this amount and my time spent 
planning with Patrick makes me confident production will run relatively smoothly. The second 
phase consists of a formal interview with Patrick where I can have him explain aspects of the trip 
that need further explanation, and help introduce his character further if needed. 
While the budget for production and post production is low, marketing costs will require 
much heavier fundraising efforts. To help resolve this, I worked with Eugene Martin to develop a 
grant writing “Special Problems” course in which I have been learning best practices and 
developing important grantwriting skills under his guidance. Through what I have developed 
thus far, I have identified a sizeable portion of prospective funders on the local and national level 
and have already begun my grant writing process for them. 
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Ethical Concerns 
My primary ethical concern is that this film does not disrespect Patrick and the vulnerable 
position he is placing himself in to be in my film. While I do not agree with his views, I must 
reverence his willingness to let me into this very important part of his life. To do so, I have taken 
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time over the last few months to develop a relationship with him, developing a shared respect 
between each other and our differing viewpoints. We have identified common ground and openly 
acknowledged our differences. Part of this relationship has involved transparent discussion about 
the film project, my intentions behind it, the possible risks and outcomes for Patrick for 
participating in this film. I have involved him in some aspects of the creative development of the 
film and have given him ample opportunities to discuss his concerns. Our conversations about 
the open endedness of the outcomes of this film have been particularly important. I have made it 
clear to Patrick that I do not know, and cannot know how the publication of this film will affect 
him, but that my intentions are not to harm him or stop him from his flat-earth pursuits. 
 
Style and Approach 
Often, we distance ourselves from people who exhibit extreme differences from societal 
norms and I will counter this tendency by implementing a wide angle lens in our observational 
footage, forcing the camera to be in close proximity to Patrick throughout the film. This avoids 
the voyeuristic gaze of a telephoto or zoom lens, which closely examines a subject but maintains 
a distance from him or her as well. This problem is well illustrated in the film ABC Africa, in 
which the filmmaker, Abbas Kiarostami, explores the AIDS crisis in Uganda using a handheld 
digital camera with a built-in zoom function on the lens. Throughout the film, he walks through 
streets, people’s houses, and hospital wings often pausing when he happens across a person that 
seems to typify third-world poverty or human suffering. His use of the zoom function on his 
camera is particularly problematic as he records these subjects from standing positions with 
some distance between him and them. Instead of physically moving closer to his subjects to get 
greater detail of the suffering he wants the audience to witness, he often chooses to zoom in 
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instead, foregoing the intimacy and mutual respect needed to get such a shot without zooming in. 
This sets up an implicit power dynamic between the filmmaker and the subject. The filmmaker 
has the privileged position of examining the vulnerable subject in great detail without needing to 
ask permission or establish a relationship with him or her, undermining the intended message of 
compassion his film attempts to create. This can sever the audience’s emotional connection to 
the subjects when the intention was to accomplish the opposite.  
Evidence of this desired intimacy is found in Seventeen (1983), in which the filmmakers 
utilize a wide-angle lens while following working-class teens of Muncie, Indiana. This places the 
camera in the middle of the action and conversations that the characters engage in, but it also 
allows for an intimate experience for the audience. This aesthetic helps mitigate the power 
dynamic that ABC Africa participates in, bringing the filmmaker into the same situations and 
environment as the subjects, requiring some kind of understanding and familiarity between 
filmmaker and subject. Turning both the filmmaker and subjects into participants and simulating 
a pseudo-participant mode with the audience. Likewise, my use of a wide-angle lens will combat 
this power dynamic by keeping the camera, and, therefore, the audience’s perspective in close 
proximity to Patrick, fostering an intimacy that is not as easily established with a zoom lens. The 
goal is to help my audience gain an empathetic connection with my subject in spite of their 
possible disagreement with his ideology, thereby humanizing Patrick when the audience’s 
natural tendency might be to do the opposite.  
Restrepo (2010) creates a similar dynamic, in which the intimate, embedded, style of 
filming for observational footage affords the audience an opportunity to empathize with the 
film’s characters in spite of the controversial nature of the war taking place in the film. The 
proximity of the camera to the characters during their struggles and leisure facilitates a prosocial 
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and empathic sentiment toward them. But while this filming technique does attempt to connect 
the audience to the characters emotionally, it does not have a corollary emotional connection 
with the war that they are engaged in, allowing audiences to interpret the controversial war based 
on their emotional connection to the soldiers. Though FLAT! will not have the same extreme and 
dire situations as Restrep, this embedded aesthetic has similar potential. The intent is to allow the 
audience to empathise with Patrick in spite of ideological differences, so that the issues Patrick 
presents must be grappled with in relation to what they have learned about him.  
Also like Restrepo, FLAT! will include a formal interview to accent the observational 
footage.  In the interview, Patrick will engage the audience directly using the “interrotron” 
method developed and popularized by Errol Morris in his films like The Fog of War. In such a 
film, the interrotron interview method makes use of a series of teleprompters that both the 
interviewer looks through to see the subject and the subject looks through to see the interviewer. 
The end result is an image in which the subject is looking straight into the camera for the 
duration of the interview, inadvertently directly looking at the audience. This direct address 
approach produces particularly powerful results in The Fog of War as Robert McNamara 
discusses the controversial decisions he made during the Vietnam War while he appears to be 
addressing the audience directly. Alex Gerbaz argues that this encourages an ethical, humanizing 
view of McNamara, because it forces him to face the audience while explaining his moral 
ambiguity toward controversial choices he made and the audience has the opportunity to 
examine based on this directness they otherwise would never have gotten. Similarly, I recognize 
the controversial nature of flat-earth theory, and wish my audience grapple with the topic while 
acknowledging Patrick’s humanity, rather than dismissing him as the Other. Fostering this 
ethical view of Patrick regardless of how disagreeable his thoughts may be transforms this film 
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from a platform from which Patrick simply shares his ideas, to a conduit in which the audience 
might understand his motives behind his ideas. 
The film will include time lapse photography and other observational footage as 
transitions between scenes. Transitions like these are not uncommon to contemporary films. In 
the case of Twinsters, time lapse photography of cityscapes are used as transitions. However, 
while aesthetically appealing, these sequences have little relevance to the story.  This ads breaks 
in the story that can create a stuttered effect for the momentum of the story, much like television 
commercials often do for TV programming. In 180 South (2015), timelapse transitions are used 
extensively throughout, but they focus on landscapes and sites that are relevant to the story. After 
the characters of the film discuss the perils of their attempt to climb Patagonia, the scene is 
punctuated with an observational shot of the peak looming high above the other features of the 
landscape as daunting evidence of the discussion that just took place. This moment without 
dialogue, simply viewing the mountain, allows the audience to interpret the information 
presented in the scene and ponder the future journey ahead of the travelers. Likewise, The 
transitions used in FLAT! will focus on natural world phenomena, including landscapes during 
sunrise and sunset, astrophotography, and weather patterns specific to the themes and discussions 
found in each scene. These visuals offer relevant reference points and transitional moments for 
the audience to reflect on during the film and can prepare them for the next scene. 
While my personal interactions with Patrick are likely unavoidable during production, 
this film will not focus on our relationship. Reflexivity in the film is unavoidable especially 
considering the close proximity we will have with him throughout, but my relationship with him 
does not accomplish the goals that I wish to pursue. The focus of the production is to reflect on 
how he came to believing the flat-earth conspiracy, observe his current efforts to share that 
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message with others, and to offer the audience a simulation of what it is like to interact and get to 
know Patrick as he shares his story; the visual approaches employed for this film are designed 
around creating this experience. 
 
Treatment 
Just before daybreak, a man carries a telescope out onto a dock overlooking the ocean as 
cargo ships lurk in the distance. On the anniversary of his first experiment, he sets up and aims 
his telescope at the most distant boat he can see just like he did two years prior. Peering through 
the eyepiece he smirks. “You can see it.” he says, “The whole thing. The boat is what, 10 or 15 
miles away? If the earth was round, there’s no way we’d be able to see the whole boat at that 
distance.” For Patrick Burke, the earth is flat. He knows it and wants everyone else to know it 
too. 
“It’s only a matter of a few years before it all comes crashing down,” he says as he walks 
across the dock back to his small car adorned in handwritten messages about the flat earth. 
“Yeah, I’m tempted to go to one of these NASA sites and start handing out unemployment 
forms, partly out of jest, and partly out of compassion for the innocent people who are going to 
lose their jobs over the big revelation.” Patrick loads his telescope in the back of his car, sits 
down behind the wheel and takes a few moments to reflect on this moment and decide on the 
next location he will travel. This stop was only a nostalgic diversion on his mission to spread his 
message.  
Pulled up to a security booth outside the Kennedy Space Center, a middle-aged man in a 
uniform and sunglasses takes a second look Patrick’s flat-earth car before approaching the 
driver’s window. “Is this for real?” he asks, laughing. “Of course! That’s the point.” Patrick 
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shoots back with a smile. “You’re here for the rocket launch, then?” the security guard asks, this 
time with some sarcasm. “Actually, yes. I just wanted to see what my taxes looked like getting 
shot off into the sky.”  
Standing on a beach just outside of the launch site, Patrick sets up his camera on a tripod 
in anticipation of the impending rocket launch. “I’ve wanted to do this for a while; track the 
rocket as it arcs over around 80,000 feet rather than continuing up into ‘space,’” he says while 
changing his camera settings. “That’s about 40 miles shy of the Karman Line, where space 
begins. It’s gonna be a good laugh!” 
 
Financing 
This film has the incredible advantage of having a substantial amount of resources which 
bring the costs of production down considerably. As seen on my proposed budget approximately 
half (over $25 thousand) of my entire budget is in-kind contributions consisting of equipment 
and man-hours. This has made production particularly affordable. I only need approximately 
$4000 for production and post production work. I am seeking funding for the production from 
several local organizations that have shown interest as well as more personal contacts that have a 
vested interest in science education and literacy. 
To seek for funding for the remaining Marketing and Administrative expenses I will seek 
fiscal sponsorship from the Austin Film Society, and apply for their AFI film grant. Based on my 
research, I have identified the following organizations from which I will seek funding:  
∑ Princess Grace Film Awards 
∑ Impact Partners Fund 
∑ The Filmmaker Fund 
∑ Documentary Company 
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∑ Roy W. Dean Grant 
∑ Craigslist Charitable Fund 
∑ Communities Foundation of Texas 
 
Distribution Possibilities 
Being a first-time filmmaker/director, I have no significant reputation, which means that 
the film’s festival run is an essential element in the distribution of FLAT! This will provide 
notoriety for the film and provide opportunities to network and further fundraise. While I will 
submit to more conventional festivals such as Hotdocs and DocNYC, I want to focus on 
thematic/genre-based festivals that focussed on science and social phenomena. Additionally, 
Texas-based festivals will serve as a tertiary focus because they are plentiful and easily attended. 
After the completion of this festival run, I have budgeted for a self-distribution VOD model in 
which FLAT! will be available for viewing on Itunes, Amazon, and Google Play. 
 
Social Media 
My social media strategy is carefully planned out to work in conjunction with the 
production and release of my film and create an interactivity between my audience, my subject, 
and the film. Our social media will hinge on a blog-based website that allows users to post 
sightings of Patrick’s flat-earth vehicles around the country on a graphical flat-earth map along 
with photos. We will preload this map with photos Patrick has already taken of his car at various 
destinations like Washington DC, Time Square, the Florida Keys, and more. Then, during our 
trip, we will be posting our own photos of his vehicle to this blog and encouraging others to do 
the same. Then, after production, during our festival run, anytime Patrick can make it to a 
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festival, we will make the sighting of his car at the festival a promotional tool for the festival’s 
screening.  
The site will also include announcements and screening schedule for the film and updates 
on Patrick’s latest news. Twitter, instagram, and Facebook will be used to connect people to the 
website and keep our audience updated on the film. 
 
Schedule for Pre-Production, Production, Post-Production 
June 19 
∑ Leave Denton for Houston, TX (4-hours) 
∑ Tour Kennedy Space Center 
June 20 
∑ Leave for Pensacola, FL (9 hours) 
June 21 
∑ Morning Demonstration of 1st experiment 
∑ Leave for Orlando, FL (9 hours) 
June 22 
∑ View Rocket Launch at Kennedy Space Center 
∑ BUZZ University of Central Florida Astronomy program 
June 23 
∑ Leave for New Orleans, LA (11-hours) 
June 24 
∑ Visit NASA Stennis Space Center 
∑ Leave for Houston, TX (6-hours) 
∑ BUZZ Louisiana State University 
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∑ Meet with Professor Tabetha Boyajian 
June 25 





RE-CONCEPTUALIZATION BEFORE PRODUCTION 
It was advised to me by my thesis committee during my prospectus defence that my 
original plan for a formal interview with Patrick would not be necessary because so much of my 
stylistic approach with him as a subject offered generous opportunities for expository dialog. 
Performing a formal and highly stylized interview such as the one I originally planned on 
seemed not only redundant but also out of place from an aesthetic perspective. So I decided to 
modify my approach to incorporate questions into my observational work for on-the-go 
interviews. 
It also became increasingly difficult to schedule production around a rocket launch 
because variables such as weather often canceled the launches that we were able to travel to. 
After consulting Patrick about this, we decided to forgo the rocket launch and plan on the 
upcoming Solar Eclipse because it was highly predictable and reliable and we could travel easily 
to locations in which the Solar Eclipse could reach totality. 
Additionally, right before production, Patrick revealed that he had a small library of 
digital footage he was willing to let me use in the film. This library included footage from his 
original trip to Pensacola, other road trips he previously participated in, and “evidence” footage 
of various experiments he has conducted. This became an incredible opportunity for helping to 
sculpt the story of the film, but in an effort to protect his privacy, I recommended that he review 





INTEGRATION OF THEORY AND PRACTICE 
Cinema-Verite and Direct Cinema 
Cinéma-vérité, “the act of filming real people in uncontrolled situations” (Mamber, 2) 
became a significant influence on the theoretical framework behind the production of the FLAT! 
Much like Jean Rouch’s conception of Cinema-verite with “the participating camera of 
kinopravda” (Rouch, 98) my approach to the production of FLAT! incorporated a hybrid of 
observational, participatory modes unlike the direct cinema methodology in which the crew 
remains as unobtrusive and disconnected from the action as possible. 
Known for films made with his brother such as Grey Gardens and Salesman, Albert 
Maysles last film, Iris, was a key influence in developing the voice of FLAT! In it, there are 
moments in which Maysles remains unobtrusive, strictly observing the action of his subject, Iris 
Apfel. However, much of the film engages in a participatory mode, in which Iris interacts or 
responds to the filmmakers, though we often do not get to hear Albert speaking to Iris. I found 
this presentation of the subject intimate and focussed and a desirable approach especially 
because it had the potential to give Patrick something to respond to and interact with during my 
observations. However, I felt that if I inserted myself, or my voice into the film in any prevalent 
way, it would distract from my primary focus on creating a personal portrait of Patrick and his 
relationship to his community and would instead showcase my relationship to him. But while Iris 
provided a model in which I could mimic, I felt I needed a structural guide to help me understand 
how to prioritize the footage I would gather within this formative framework. 
Documentary editor and director, Jacob Bricca, attempts to stratify various formative 
conventions within documentary in what he calls the “hierarchy of intervention.” He lists types 
of documentary footage in order of “how much intervention from the filmmaker is shown.” or 
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how much of an artifice is perceived in the footage by the audience. Title cards and narration 
require the most intervention from the filmmaker because the filmmaker is blatantly telling the 
audience what to think. Bricca suggests that interventions like this, while straightforward, have 
the ability to create skepticism within the audience, making it more difficult for the filmmaker to 
express his or her message. Observational or verite footage, according to Bricca, portrays the 
least intervention from the filmmaker, ideally allowing the audience to feel like they are 
experiencing a spontaneous event and in which they can interpret for themselves.  
Interviews are found sandwiched between these two elements, but broken down into 
various types: Formal interviews automatically acknowledge the artifice of the film because the 
subject is in an unnatural location, answering questions posed by the filmmaker, whereas 
informal interviews allow the subject to stay in their more natural habitat, removing at least some 
of the visuals that suggest a filmmaker’s intervention; audio interviews, according to Bricca, 
portray the least artifice because they have the advantage of performing exposition without 
visually acknowledging the artifice of the film. If constructed carefully, we can “avoid reminding 
the audience about the artificiality of the experience, [and] there may be a greater chance that 
they will let down their guard and enter the world we are constructing for them.” (Bricca, 99).  
It seems worth noting that Bricca approaches documentary editing with a narrative or 
fiction film mindset in which he constructs characters and story out of the footage provided to 
him rather than attempting to present “reality” in any meaningful way (Bricca, xii). While his 
acknowledgement of the facade of truth in documentary reflects an honesty about the nature of 
documentary film, this perspective alone lacks an acknowledgement of the genre’s tendency to 
exploit the non-actors who are often volunteering parts or all of their personal lives for what 
often becomes the entertainment of others; whereas fiction films often do not share this 
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problematic structure because the people captured within the frame are also detached from the 
characters they are enacting. I can not help but feel that Bricca’s approach, unchecked, has an 
inevitable tendency to dehumanize the subjects the filmmaker is filming. That said, provided we 
take care to respect the participants of a film, Bricca’s approach can be a useful one in terms of 




I find it incredibly important to uncover and weigh the ethical concerns inherent in each 
project I pursue. The film/video medium is an inherently problematic one because it attempts to 
distill aspects of the human experience into a two-dimensional, often rectangular plain. Even 
with recent development in the area of virtual reality, the limitations of audio/visual media 
further emphasizes subjectivity. Complicating things further, the documentary genre has a tacit 
responsibility to provide the truth, when few formative elements differentiate or redeem it from 
the same problems its fiction counterparts have. The very act of creating photographic images—
moving or not—is a subjective act, inserting the photographer’s selective perspective onto the 
audience. In speaking about film’s abilities to act as evidence, Bill Nichols states that “the image, 
like a footprint in the grass or a stain on a coat, has the ability to offer evidence of more than one 
thing, within more than one ideological frame, with more than one rhetorical and political effect, 
depending on what we ask of it” (Nichols 37). He outlines how an image is created, framed, and 
even interpreted, each within an ideological frame. Ideology is inescapable. Ideological rhetoric 
is the limited language from which we express ourselves. Which means that objective truth is 
ultimately unattainable in any media, but most certainly in the documentary format. This directly 
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pushes against conventional attitudes toward nonfiction genres in general because of the 
aforementioned expectation that the audience will be presented with some expression of truth 
and/or reality.  
When considering the ethical concerns I might face in the production and distribution of 
this film, I felt a responsibility toward two primary groups: my subjects, and my audience. 
Patrick expected that my film would attempt to portray him accurately at least, if not in a positive 
light. I visited with him several times prior to filming having lengthy conversations about my 
filmmaking process, attempting to be transparent about my motives, that this production was in 
partial fulfilment of my Masters of Fine Arts program, and that I had a thesis committee guiding 
me in my process. Of these points, Patrick notably inquired about my thesis committee and what 
their ideological standings were. I explained what each of their areas of study were and that one 
of their primary concerns were that I make this film in a way that does not intentionally harm 
him. 
I also felt a responsibility to make it clear to him that I did not share his belief system, but 
that I was interested in understanding the person behind the belief system. This did not seem to 
dissuade him from participating in the film, but appeared to bolster some confidence in the 
project, possibly because of my openness with him. 
My audience was my second concern after Patrick. I found myself worrying about what 
my audience’s takeaway would be from this film. I understood that this topic was not simply a 
quirky belief system that a small minority of people quietly practiced. This topic was 
increasingly given time on the popular cultural stage with several celebrities making public 
statements outing themselves as Flat-earthers. In some circles, it seemed to me that the flat-earth 
movement was becoming a symbolic representation of the absurdity of other popular conspiracy 
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theories. To say the least, flat-earth theory was not very highly regarded. So it became a priority 
to use the documentary film language—conventions as discussed before such as Bricca’s 
“hierarchy” —as a means to humanize Patrick and provide the opportunity to help the audience 
feel like they were getting authentic access to Patrick. This understanding also compelled me to 
withhold some footage that would have easily cast Patrick in an irredeemable and unfavorable 
light. The final product, I feel, is a balance between creating sympathy for Patrick and allowing 
him to represent himself in the way he chose. 
 
Archival and Subject-Shot Footage 
Self-shot archival footage has risen in popularity in contemporary documentary cinema. 
While technology has developed convenient tools that act as a vehicle for this trend (e.g. home 
video cameras and smartphones), likely the primary driving force in the inclusion of this 
storytelling element in documentary films is the effect this unique footage has on the audience. 
Self-shot archival, particularly self-shot diary footage, signals a certain level of authenticity to 
the audience that tradition footage produced by a documentary crew has a difficult time 
matching. Diary footage in particular can suggest that the absence of a film crew significantly 
decreases the subject’s performative role. Filmmaker Jerry Rothwell discusses how self-shot 
footage transforms the documentary medium from a medium in which the filmmaker observes a 
subject, to one in which the subject can now be the observer as well, but that the great attraction 
to self shot footage is that it “plays into our fantasy of seeing what really goes on when we aren’t 
there” (Rothwell, 153). Admittedly, this was my initial attraction to Patrick’s archival. 
In terms of the hierarchy of footage previously outlined, this type of footage can become 
a hybrid of several of the traditional strata at once. It can fulfill the expository role of an 
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interview, while simultaneously offering an opportunity to observe the subject in a state and 
location that appears authentic, making this type of footage very useful to the filmmaker. For 
example, in FLAT!, when we see zoomed-in footage of the moon shot by Patrick while hearing 
him discuss his observations about the apparent convexity of the moon’s surface, I found this to 
be an important moment in which I give the audience a perceived break from the artifice of my 
filmmaking to spend time with Patrick who then controls what the audience hears and sees. 
Conversely, if I had inserted a portion of interview footage in which Patrick explains to me that 
he questions the popular understanding of the physical nature of the moon, I assume the effect 
would be perceived differently by the audience because the audience would assume his answer 
comes in reaction to the filmmaking process I imposed on him as opposed to a presumably self-
motivated action.  
Drawbacks to self-shot footage include the natural problems that occur in the aesthetic 
quality of the footage when a nonfilmmaker assumes the role of filmmaker. Problems with 
shakiness, over or underexposure, or misinformed choices of frame rates, codecs, and formats 
can frequently compromise the footage. In a previous film I directed, Life Project, I gave my 
subject a small camcorder to film personal diary footage. A technical problem I overlooked was 
his own ability to operate the camera. After spending weeks with the camera, he returned it to me 
proud of the meticulous work he did in documenting his feelings regarding the topic of our film. 
Excited for the hours of material I would get to sift through, I found the camera’s memory card 
was empty still. Through troubleshooting with my subject, it was revealed to me he had forgotten 
to press record each time he would sit down to make a new diary entry. I overlooked the training 
he would need to reach a basic level of competency with the camera. With FLAT!, I considered 
myself lucky that Patrick had several years of practice with consumer-grade cameras and that his 
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mission to document the findings of his experiments inspired him to invest in several cameras 
that had higher quality features such as image stabilization, higher resolutions, that made for 
clear footage I could easily utilize. 
However, the drawback to self-shot footage that I ran into most was the lack of control I 
had in how, when, or what Patrick chose to record.  Filmmaker Jerry Rothwell reflects on this 
issue stating that “because the filmmaker-director will usually be absent when material is shot, 
they are necessarily pushed to adopt a more distant role of briefing, support, or selection.” 
(Rothwell, 154). I found that Patrick was not interested in making personal diary videos and he 
openly admitted that it would be difficult for him to remember to record many of the things he 
did that I found significant. Because of this, many of the experiences he would later tell me 
about, such as marching through UNT campus with an American flag to raise awareness of the 
so-called lunar landing hoax, he had no footage of because he forgot to bring his camera with 
him. One way I circumvented this problem was by searching through social media to find people 
who did record some of these more conspicuous encounters Patrick had in the public sphere. I 
would then ask the users who posted these videos and photos for permission to use their footage. 
This then added another layer of self-shot footage to my film. While this process of negotiating 
when and how things are filmed had its difficulties, I appreciate the fact that it helped transform 
the director/subject relationship into a director/participant one. 
Utilizing Patrick’s footage allowed Patrick to have a voice in the making of the film, 
leveraging his access to unique footage that I would likely never have access to. He had the 
opportunity to sift and edit which footage was up for consideration, and we spent cumulative 
hours discussing what role the footage could play in the film. While this did not suddenly 
eliminated the problematic power dynamic inherent in our relationship completely, I did find it 
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helpful in giving Patrick a creative voice in the making of the film. I found that it allowed me the 
opportunity to hear out his ideas for the film more and further understand what his priorities in 
being filmed. In all, I felt the inclusion of his self-shot archival footage was a welcome addition 
to FLAT! for both the unique opportunity to get an insider’s perspective on the topic, and also to 
help transform Patrick’s and my relationship in the process. 
 
Structure and Continuity 
FLAT! explores the ideology of Flat-earthers through the experiences of a single 
character and his interactions with others. Ultimately I found structure and meaning by loosely 
structuring the film around the traditional mono-myth, or more commonly known as the hero’s 
journey. Patrick begins on his mission to share his message, he encounters some opposition 
(debates with community members), he responds with new tactics (yard art), those tactics are 
ultimately spoiled (vandalism), he goes into the belly of the beast (NASA) and comes out finding 
that he has succeeded in some way by discovering fellow believers. I found that even if audience 
members did not readily recognize my intent to structure the story in this traditional packaging, 
the film did engage my test audiences in ways that my previous, more topical, chapter-like 
structure did not. 
One problem this presented was that in order to create a story with a sense of continuity 
in the structure, I had to break with the chronology of my footage. For example, the debate that 
Patrick has in which he reveals that he does not believe in gravity and his discovery of the 
Richey Family at the end of the film were separated in the editing process even though both 
events happened only moments apart in reality. 
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While this presents a story that is not factually accurate in terms of chronology, I felt that 
the way the film portrayed the community’s opposition to Patrick and his ultimate sense of 
isolation helped to emphasise his genuine excitement in meeting other Flat earthers. Placing this 
debate scene in the same ending scene the Richeys left this discovery feeling less gratifying 
because the family catches him in a moment of contention. In the current version, we setup the 
final scene depicting Patrick alone as people pass him by. Starting the scene in this way, with a 
moment of community-imposed isolation, makes the revelation of the Richey’s more impactful. 
The actual chronology of events ends up playing a very minor role in the significance of 
Patrick’s story; thus, references to time or even geography are sometimes sacrificed in the efforts 
of conveying other things with greater meaning. This is why parts of Patrick’s radio interview is 
found interspersed throughout the film; each piece of exposition Patrick provides in that 
interview becomes more meaningful when juxtaposed with specific scenes that relate 
thematically even though they have no chronologically significant relationship to the the radio 
interview. Therefore, FLAT! may be quite scattered in a literal, chronological sense, but in terms 







Production primarily consisted of four scheduled shooting days, however flexibility was a 
necessity as it was discovered in the preproduction process that Patrick Burke’s schedule was 
particularly volatile. While he was committed to the project, it was understood that we would 
have to adapt to inevitable changes during production. Later, as Patrick disappeared for some 
time and we shifted focus on the Richey family, our production time frame extended into our 
post production schedule. 
 
Shooting Schedule 
∑ Monday, June 12 - 5:00pm  
Observational footage of Patrick going through archival footage from his original trip to 
Pensacola. Crew: Barry, Katie 
∑ Friday, June 16 - 3:45pm  
Observational shoot with Patrick as he parks his truck in Denton’s square. On the go 
interview asking him to describe his methodology for advertising the flat-earth message 
using his vehicle. Crew: Barry, Michael, Katie 
∑ Saturday, June 17 - 4:00pm  
Observational shoot showing Patrick setup new “yard art” in his front yard. On the go 
interview describing his process for deciding on yard art. Attempt to capture the 
community’s reaction to his flat-earth messaging. Crew: Barry, Michael, Katie 
∑ Saturday, July 1 - 10:00am 
Observational shoot of Patrick setting up a flat-earth display and talking to passers by 
about the flat-earth message. Crew: Barry, Michael, Matthew 
∑ Friday, October 6 - 7:15am 
Observational shoot with the Richeys, capturing morning routine, preparing for kids to go 
to school, and Erik for work. On the go interview includes discussion about religion and 
how it plays a role in their daily lives, and how flat earth affects their daily lives. 
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∑ Tuesday, October 10 - 2:30pm 
Observational shoot of the Richey girls getting home from school, discussing what they 
had learned at school, and meal time with the family. On the go interview about 
frustrations with the public school system and how flat-earth beliefs are marginalized in 
the system. 
∑ Saturday, October 21 - 6:00pm 
Observational shoot of Shoshawna Richey and her kids cooking pies together. On the go 
interview about her methodology in raising her kids and how she teaches flat earth to her 
kids. 
∑ Saturday, January 20 - 4:00pm 
On the go interview with Erik and Shoshawna at the Lake where Erik proves the earth’s 
flatness using observation and the scriptures. This scene is to contrast Patrick’s 
experiment that also takes place on the lake’s dam. 
 
Crew 
I recruited Michael Mullins as my cinematographer. He has extensive experience as a 
camera operator and I wanted the opportunity to focus on directing as much as possible. So 
having a cinematographer that I felt I could trust was paramount. I operated the camera in most 
of my prior work, so handing off that responsibility was unusual, but a welcome change. This 
arrangement allowed me to concentrate more on my subject and helping him feel comfortable 
and setting up realistic expectations for him and the crew. 
I also chose to have Katie Meyer, an undergraduate student, record sound. She had no 
prior production experience, but was eager to learn and expressed interest in helping me with my 
project long before production. Because mentorship is an important aspect to my work as a 
creative artist, I use this as an opportunity to teach her production skills and give her the 
experience of spending legitimate time on a production. To mitigate the obvious risks, we met 
several time in which I instructed her on the basics of sound recording, fundamental theory, the 
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physics of sound, and training on running the sound equipment. She and I felt confident in her 
abilities and we are both satisfied with the work she produced. 
 
Equipment 
I chose the Sony FS7 as my primary camera of choice because it required few other 
accessories to use in a shoulder-mounted configuration and offered exceptional flexibility in the 
overall digital image created due to its relatively higher bit rate and image quality. This 
flexibility was mainly experienced in post production, where I was able to manipulate the image 
for accurate color correction and grading with greater ease without losing image quality.  
As for my sound recording system, I chose a traditional setup using a field 
recorder/mixer, the Sound Devices 633, a wired lavalier microphone attached to my subject, and 
a shotgun microphone attached to a boom pole. This provided my production sound recordist the 
ability to capture sound from my subject with ease with the lavalier microphone while using the 
boom microphone as either a second source of audio for my subject or to capture audio of those 
who interact with him. 
 
Experience 
Production overall was a pleasurable experience. We were able to set up production dates 
pretty easily, and when significant unplanned events happened, we were generally flexible 
enough to accommodate schedule changes. At times in which no crew was available for these 
unplanned events, I would take a camera and a wireless lavalier microphone with me to where 
Patrick was in order to document the experience. For example, both the radio show and the 
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vandalism he experienced at his house were fairly unplanned and my crew was not readily 
available. Thankfully, my ability to function independently proved valuable in these moments. 
One production day became a health concern for myself and Michael Mullins. It was our 
shoot on the Denton Square in July. Everyone’s health was already a concern of mine in 
planning for this day of production because of the intense midday heat we would inevitably 
experience for several hours. So I brought water, drinks and snacks for everyone and encouraged 
crew to take frequent breaks to rehydrate. Michael even took breaks in his car running the air 
conditioner to help him cool down. In spite of these precautions, both Michael and myself 
suffered mild heat exhaustion and needed several days after the shoot to fully recover. 
Thankfully it did not become a more serious problem, however this experience did teach me to 
take the Texas summer heat more seriously and avoid it if I can. 
 
Budget 
I ended up spending very little for production thanks to the hours of volunteered time of 
my crew, the equipment available to me from the school, and the cancelled Nashville trip. A 
copy of the final budget breakdown is found in the appendix. 
 
Reconceptualization during Production 
As mentioned previously, we had planned a larger trip to go see the solar eclipse. We 
were going to drive out to Nashville, Tennessee where the phenomenon would reach totality. 
However, about two weeks before the trip, I lost contact with Patrick. After numerous attempts 
to contact him by phone and at his house to no avail, I cancelled the trip and notified my crew a 
few days before we were to leave. Believing he had abandoned the project but feeling I did not 
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have adequate footage to complete the film, I began looking for new paths that would help me 
finish it. At this point we had already filmed the sequence in which Patrick meets the Richey 
family. Because of the release forms I had them sign, I was able to make contact with them again 
to see if they would be interested in me filming them as well. After a lengthy conversation with 
them about the focus of the film and what my goals were with the story, they agreed to let me 
film them. We agreed on a schedule that would last into the fall, during our post production 
phase. 
Just the day before we would have left for Nashville, I was able to make contact with 
Patrick again. He expressed his anxiety about the trip and concerns about his liability for the 
crew since he would be driving his vehicle, and that all the planning I had done was 
overwhelming to him. His only way of responding in a healthy way was to lose contact and wait 
things out. I apologized for the anxiety I caused him and we briefly spoke about ways we might 
be able to communicate with each other better to avoid situations like this in the future. 
However, because I had shifted my focus away from Patrick at this point, we did not continue 
production with him after this experience except for two pickup shoots in September 2017 and 
February 2018, in which I conducted brief interviews with him to get some responses that we felt 
would help fill small gaps we had in our story. 
I have learned as a filmmaker that it is easy for me to get wrapped up in the details of the 
production, losing sight of the overall story and how the footage I gather fits into that story. 
Because of the shifted focus away from Patrick and onto the Richeys, I spent a considerable 
amount of time attempting to fit them into the film in a more substantial way. At the time, I was 
interested in contrasting their spiritualistic way of navigating the flat-earth theory to Patrick’s 
secular methodology. It was fascinating to see the patterns that made both so similar, and the 
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conflicts that forced them to disagree with each other. However, this proved to be 






Equipment and Personnel 
Early on in pre-production, Sergio Almendariz (MFA documentary production and 
studies candidate) expressed interest in editing this film. I felt confident that we would work well 
together because he was a competent editor and a valuable contributor to the greater discussion 
on storycraft. We decided that Adobe Premiere would be our primary nonlinear editing 
application because we both had personal subscriptions to the application and the university also 
utilized it, making the platform more flexible for collaborative meetings other platforms. This is 
not to say that there were no drawbacks to this choice. Premiere has a reputation as a somewhat 
unstable application when under stressful or more complex projects. Adobe also frequently 
updates the software, which presents compatibility problems when opening project files on 
various computers that may not be updated regularly. But we decided the accessibility of the 
application outweighed these drawbacks provided we took coordinated countermeasures to 
ensure our software was up to date and that we made backups of our footage and project files 
regularly. 
I brought on, Austin Crum, a media arts undergraduate, as an assistant editor to prepare 
footage for editing. His primary responsibilities were to log the raw footage so that Sergio could 
edit more efficiently. Because of his unique exposure to the footage, he developed an 
increasingly influential voice in the editing process as he began to recognize patterns and 
associations within the footage. One challenge his role presented to me was the temptation to 
distance myself from the footage. Logging footage, in past projects, provided me exposure to the 
raw footage that I did not automatically get now that I had someone else doing this for me. I had 
to make a concerted effort to set time aside to watch rushes so that I had a clear idea what 
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contribution or relationship each shoot made to the overall story. But because I was watching the 
footage in this project free from the technical task of logging, I found myself more mentally 
available to sense patterns, themes, and associations in the footage.  
My conceptualization for music and its role in this film came late in the editing process. 
It was not clear to me whether music would be appropriate for this film until we were in the “fine 
cut” stage of editing. Thanks to some networking help from Eugene Martin with the college of 
music, I began working with Ronald Harris, a music composition undergraduate student. He and 
I discussed the film, watched it together, and decided we wanted music that was compositionally 
traditional in a cinematic sense, while utilizing unconventional instrumentation. Ronald and I 
decided upon several string and vocal elements we thought would be appropriate for the film, 
and then we highlighting each section we thought should have music and identified its tone and 
pacing. I found my personal background in music helpful in our discussions because it provided 
me a vocabulary I could use to express my vision for the film in ways that seemed easy for 
Harris to relate to. 
The workflow that Harris’ and I agreed upon for scoring the film made the process 
particularly easy. He would work on a rough draft of a section of the film and then send me a 
video with the music and the film in synchronization for proofing. When needed, I would request 
particular changes and he would send me a new video for my approval. This process expedited 
the composition process allowing me to give near immediate feedback on the work he was doing. 
Once final approval was given for a track of music, he would schedule recording time with the 
artists he chose, record the track, and then send me a sound file with notes on the particular 




Reconceptualization during Post-Production 
Choosing to begin post production with my editor while continuing to shoot offered 
opportunities for my editor to make recommendations on what he would find beneficial for me to 
gather in terms of footage while I was shooting. However, after several roughcuts, it became 
clear that the Richey family’s footage was actually taking away from the story as a whole.  
I initially drew upon the film I Am Not Your Negro as a structural guide. I attempted to 
mimic its use of thematic chapters in which to create a sense of structure. But ultimately, after 
several unsatisfying cuts, I decided to remove the Richeys because it was hard not to make the 
comparison between them and Patrick without vilifying Patrick’s character. The Richeys were 
very relatable and likeable. They were a cute family that worked traditional jobs and functioned 
in society much like anyone else would. Comparing them to Patrick, who views himself as a full-
time activist, who argues with people he comes across, and freely vocalizes particularly extreme 
views; it was difficult not to dehumanize him and turn him into the unrelatable Other. This was 
counterproductive to my goals with the film and so I ultimately had to make some radical 
changes. 
After removing them from the story, I could reevaluate Patrick’s footage with what felt 
like were fresh eyes and I discovered what loosely felt like a traditional mono-myth story arch in 
his footage. It did not take long to assemble a new cut in this new structure, further refine it, test 




EVALUATION OF COMPLETED WORK 
Pre-Production 
Originally, FLAT! was intended to be a character-driven story revolving around Patrick 
on his journey back to the location of his first experiment, ultimately ending with Patrick’s 
observations of a rocket launch. Considering the available funding at the time and the 
unpredictability of rocket launch schedules, we changed our plan to include the solar eclipse 
observation in Nashville, Tennessee. Even though this fell through, much of my research and 
preparations for production proved useful in piecing together a meaningful story. Planning for 
this road trip allowed Patrick and I time to discuss in great detail our intentions for this film and 
to build a closeness that made I think helped production run as smoothly as it did. Evidently 
there was still room for developing trust in our relationship, but what trust we were able to 
develop was still meaningful for me since I had the responsibility to humanize him in my film. 
 
Production 
In spite of the schedule cancellations, production flowed smoothly. My crew was 
exceptionally adaptable to the changes we needed to make and their professionalism on site was 
notable. The footage we produced facilitated an effective post production workflow. 
The primary conflict in production came from my response to Patrick’s disappearance. 
Rather than taking time to review the footage we had already gathered again to assess the need to 
shooting more material, I assumed that what we had gathered was not adequate and looked for 
other opportunities to expand upon the work we had already done. This decision extended 
production needlessly, utilizing my crew and budget on footage I ended up never using. 
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Even though we did experience some friction during production, my relationship with 
Patrick is still cordial and he still avidly awaits the film’s debut. I found learned from this 
experience that it was important to provide him ample time to communicate his feelings about 
the production and our schedule. In the few pickup shoots we had with Patrick late in the post-
production phase were successful and an enjoyable experience. 
 
Post-Production 
The flow of post-production, at first, was dependent on our continued production with the 
Richeys. My editor spent ample time waiting for new footage from my shoots with the Richeys 
to be synchronized and logged. But probably the most time consuming aspect of our post-
production experience was spent in troubleshooting our story problems while attempting to 
combine the Richey’s footage with Patrick’s. Regardless of the challenges this produced, I am 
pleased with the clear communication and collaborative spirit of both Sergio and Austin 
throughout the process. Once we decided on the new story structure and that we would only 
introduce the Richeys at the end of the film, the editing process was straightforward because we 
had a clear vision of the story, and knew how the pieces fit together. 
Regardless of the difficulties I encountered in the process of making this film, I am 
deeply satisfied with the results.  Incorporating and expanding upon my theoretical 
understanding of film language and ethics has enriched my experience and given me tools to 
apply to future projects I direct or participate in. In all, I feel what I learned in this process has 
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